BIOSITE MANNED
SECURITY SERVICES

Experienced - Reliable - Professional
Biosite understands that sites across the UK require experienced, reliable and professional security
personnel, in order to operate efficiently and effectively.
The Biosite Security division provides fully vetted SIA trained security officers to assist in the
smooth running of construction sites nationwide. All staff are fully qualified and trained to use the
full Biosite product range.

Biosite manned services include:
Security Guards
Concierge Personnel
Gateman/Qualified Banksman
Traffic Marshalls
Dog Handlers
Cleaning

Why Choose Biosite Security?
All officers are fully vetted and trained
to operate Biosite software
All officers are CSCS card holders
SIA badge holders (legal requirement)
24 hour control room
Dedicated operations individual
as your first point of contact

CSCS Compliant Only
As a CSCS partner Biosite Security has adopted health and safety practices, which confirm their
commitment to providing only CSCS, trained officers on client sites (if applicable). Biosite can
provide CSCS details of all officers when issuing assignment instructions and RAMS.

Qualified professional security personnel
Biosite believe that having an experienced and reliable Gateman/Traffic Marshall is one of the most
important requirements on site. These individuals are the first to face the public and often act as a
barrier to prevent unwanted intruders or vehicles from entering site. All Biosite Gatemen and
Traffic Marshalls are fully qualified and are required to attend a refresher course on an annual basis.

Nationwide Coverage
Biosite Security have excellent connections and recruit nationally, meaning they can provide fully
qualified and reliable officers to your site no matter where you are located. Biosite operate a
national programme for training guards and gatemen and can meet individual training needs for all
main contractors and site requirements.

Site Specific Policies
Biosite understand that each site has different safety requirements and risks. Biosite Security
will visit site before placing an officer on duty and will carry out Risk Assessment and Method
Statements against HSE and site specific checklists. These are reviewed by Biosite CMIOSH
consultant. As standard, each site will revieve: site log book, RAMS, spare uniform (cold weather),
assigned member of operations as contact.
Management visits: Biosite’s in house team will meet with officers on a fortnightly basis to ensure
performance is maintained and welfare is sufficient.
Out of hours: Biosite operate a 24 hour control room and have multiple mobile officers on the road.
Out of hours, officers are monitored on site - ensuring safety and welfare.
Site management: You will be assigned a dedicated operations individual as your first point of
contact. On a monthly basis your security requirements, staffing levels, and service level standards
are reviewed.

Gatemen & Banksman

SIA Licenced
CCTV Officers

NASDU L3 SIA Licenced
Dog Handlers

SIA Licenced
Static Guards
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